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ABSTRACT

The increased awareness of benefiting from exercising stimulates the demand for fitness training professionals’ expertise. Fitness professionals (FTP) serve clients in one-to-one personal training or group training in commercial fitness centers. Even though uncertain certification quality and paths to become a certified FTP could affect exercise program development and instruction, little is available on fitness profession expertise in prescribing and teaching exercise programs to members in commercial fitness centers. It is not entirely clear to the public what knowledge and skills apply to FTPs in conducting safe and practical exercises. This study responds to the increasing growth of people with young career experience and doubtful technical knowledge in Malaysia. This study plans to employ semi-structured interviews to examine how decisions are made with the fitness profession’s knowledge and skills. With the lens of the Cognitive Continuum Theory, this research will recognize FTPs’ decision-making processes lacking in the business and fitness literature. This study will generate a practical framework for the fitness profession, the public, and fitness operators to understand the importance of judgment and competencies in prescribing exercise programs.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

The study has several research highlights, and they are as follows,

- This research has a theoretical contribution to the adaption of Cognition Continuum Theory to study FTPs’ decision-making processes (Dhani and Thomson, 2012).
- Information about trainer/member management style, particularly the effects on skills implementation, could be useful for FTPs, supervisors, and coaches (Robles et al., 2020).
- FTPs, exercise members, and fitness operators can apply a new framework to recognize the application of scientific knowledge, skills, and field experience to ensure exercise program efficacy (Koustelios, 2003).
- Integrating explicit decision-making processes into managing members’ exercise program development would probably make FTPs more credible, increase the perceived image, and increase public trust to exercise consultation and wellbeing betterment (Malek et al., 2002; Rosado et al., 2014).
- To the researcher’s knowledge, there is no study to explore decisions into FTPs’ judgment, daily teaching, coaching processes. Qualitative exploratory research is the first study of this nature and purpose (Elbanna et al., 2020).
**Research Objectives**

Research showed that scientific knowledge and relational skill are essential competencies in professional fitness success (Malek et al., 2002; Rosado et al., 2014). However, some studies show that most FTPs were unprepared to function effectively (De Lyon and Cushion, 2013; Melton et al., 2008). Despite many notable research efforts, few have made headway in resolving issues in FTPs’ competencies in practice in recent years. Another negative aspect affecting professionalism is the public’s difficulty verifying FTPs’ performance due to a certified trainer’s low barrier entrance.

Wayment and McDonald (2017) suggest that FTPs consider curating exercise programs and protocols that meet social needs. Given the exhibited complexity in various qualifications and the fitness profession’s formal education background, understanding how FTPs makes decisions with experience may elucidate specific competencies relevant to professional performance. Therefore, this study aims to answer the following research questions:

- What are the decision-making processes of FTPs in curating exercise programs for members?
- To what extend FTPs are likely to change the way exercise program is curated?
Methodology

Adopting the constructivist paradigm, this paper employs a qualitative research methodology to explore FTP's decision-making processes in curating exercise programs for members (Yin, 2011). Face-to-face interviews with FTPs in commercial fitness centers in Greater Kuala Lumpur will allow the researcher to garner interviewees' experience, incidence, and contexts of their work (Creswell, 2018). The sample population is FTPs working in the commercial fitness center. The Greater Kuala Lumpur will be the purposive sample area for in-depth interviews.

The interviews will be conducted with semi-structured questions and be voice recorded. The researcher will verbatim transcribe the recorded interviews into MS-words (Elliott, 2018; Lester et al., 2020). As the interview data is based on human experiences is descriptive, complex, and often carries multiple meanings. The researcher plans to adhere to Braun and Clarke's (2020) suggestion of the thematic analysis method. A theoretical framework with Cognitive Continuum Theory underpins the theory-driven data analysis to generalize themes for the study. QDA Miner, as computer-assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS) software, will be used for the content analysis. This software is an excellent tool to analyze the text data, explore the contents in answers, code them within unique themes, and reveal sound findings. (LaPan, 2013).

Findings

The study aims to discover some interesting insights and themes from FTPs' decision making processes. Interesting insights particularly, the formulation and implementation of curating exercise programs for members, will enable FTPs, members, and fitness operators to recognize the significant scientific knowledge and competencies on effective exercise programs. Themes discovery will highlight fitness profession traits that work in the commercial fitness centers in Malaysia.
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